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Aldridge Press

Sandy Curle
Letters Home from Liberated Ethiopia 1941-1945
Christian Curle

In his vivid letters home to his father in the Scottish Borders, Sandy Curle (1900-80)
paints an engaging picture of 1940s Ethiopia -- supported by over 100 illustrations and
comprehensive explanatory notes. During the liberation, Sandy had led his Ethiopian
irregular troops up from Kenya, but he had not seen his wife for three years or their
new daughter the editor of this book -- at all. As part of the new Ethiopian government,
he observes tensions between the restored Haile Selassie and the veterans of colonial
administration. Sent to Jimma in 1943 to advise the governor of the south-west, he
wins the trust of the old school Ras Birru, and helps support the Emperors modernising
policies on the ground. His family is at last able to join him here in 1944 after an
adventurous wartime voyage. Full of telling detail, the letters bring alive a complex
society recovering from the unpredictable and brutal Italian occupation. Sandys
extensive social circle includes friends across the nations from his 20 years in East
Africa, old comrades and, of course, Scots. He shares with us his wide interests in
archaeology, religion and the natural world together with domestic worries and family
drama.

About the Author: Christian Curle, the editor of these letters, is the daughter of
Sandy Curle. She was brought up in Ethiopia from the age of four, and educated at the
Sandford school in Addis Ababa and then attended boarding school in England. She later
read Horticulture at London University’s Wye College.

HB 9780952065173 £25.00 March 2021 Aldridge Press 288 pages

Apulhed Originals

A Great Fool
okay The Shrewd Idiot
Pete Kennedy (aka Danny O'Cinneide)

Pete Kennedy left his home in Brunlea in September 1969 to enter Teacher Training at
St Luke's College Exeter. 'Luke's' had a number of young men from private public schools
who like those from the grammar schools were usually the dropouts that hadn't got high
enough grades at 'A' Level to get into a University.

Teacher Training College offered 3 or 4 years delay in finding 'real' work.

The men at predominantly male St Luke's mostly got on well together except when
hunting females which was a popular pastime and dances were arranged (by PK for a
year!) with nearby predominantly female colleges (so that both sexes could sate their
needs "to the full.") A Great Fool tells the story of O'Dork as he moves like an eel (or
heel) through 4 years at college.

Starting out green behind the ears and a virgin he ends up a less green would be stud.

Then he falls in love; first with a beautiful girl from Exeter then with his art, although
Art says it came before the girl(s), it stuck around and he became deeply engrossed in
it.

Did the Art reward his efforts? Read the book (and look at the pictures) to find out.

Then the young Kennedy meets an older self who infiltrates his book with often unkind
observations about his behaviour and this develops into quite a heated dialogue.

PB 9780950426747 £25.00 February 2021 Apulhed Originals 116 pages
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Blue Dome

Fethullah Gulen -- A Life of Hizmet
Why a Muslim Scholar in Pennsylvania Matters to the World
Jon Pahl

In this first critical biography of Fethullah Gulen in English, historian Jon Pahl takes us
on a journey where we discover wisdom and controversy, from 1940's Turkey to the
U.S. in the twenty-first century. Pahl tells the story of a pious Muslim boy from a tiny
and remote Turkish village who on the one hand has inspired a global movement of
millions of individuals dedicated to literacy, social enterprise, and interreligious
dialogue, but who on the other hand has been monitored by Turkish police, seen as a
threat by autocrats, and recently declared number one enemy by the current Turkish
dictator. With lively prose and extensive research, Pahl traces Fethullah Gulen's life
and thought in its contexts, states clearly his own positions, and then lets readers draw
their own conclusions from the evidence about this undeniably significant historical
figure.

PB 9781682060209 £18.99 April 2019 Blue Dome Inc 496 pages

Bookbaby

Summertime in Murdertown
How I Survived Where the Best Die
David Gunn

Born and raised in Flint, Michigan, David Gunn is proud to have grown up in a city facing
constant adversity, and to represent a community whose government knowingly
poisoned its citizens for years. Now, he pulls back the curtain on Flint—like only those
born and raised there can do. His advice is poignant and timely, and urges readers to
never stop working through the struggle. To not create a back-up plan, and to cross the
bridge and burn it behind them. To define the things they want and run toward them.
Like Laura Jane Grace's Tranny and Rob Rufus' Die Young With Me, Summertime in
Murdertown is part memoir, part ethnography. It sheds light on what it means to grow
up amid constant violence and poverty and serves as a voice to those struggling to
survive as we navigate this unpredictable and often cruel world in search of inspiration.

PB 9781543959390 £13.99 April 2019 BookBaby 194 pages

Chicago Review Press

TMI
My Life in Scandal
Perez Hilton, Leif Eriksson, Martin Svensson

"Delicious memoir. . . . catnip for Hollywood gossip hounds." —Publishers Weekly

The story of how Mario Lavandeira becomes Perez Hilton, the world's first and biggest
celebrity blogger, with millions of readers around the globe. With Perez's help, many
promising young artists reached the masses—Katy Perry, Adele, Amy Winehouse, and
Lady Gaga, to name a few. Soon Perez was a Hollywood insider, but after a dramatic
fallout with Lady Gaga, his blog became increasingly mean. When people called him
a bully and a hypocrite for outing gay celebrities, Perez was forced to reevaluate not
only his alter ego, but also himself. TMI reveals the man behind the blog in a new,
revealing, and still juicy memoir.

HB 9781641604048 £24.99 October 2020 Chicago Review Press 240 pages
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This Is Really War
The Incredible True Story of a Navy Nurse POW in the Occupied
Philippines
Emilie Le Beau Lucchesi

In January 1940, navy nurse Dorothy Still eagerly anticipated her new assignment at a
military hospital in the Philippines. Her first year abroad was an adventure. She dated
sailors and attended dances. But as 1941 progressed, signs of imminent war grew more
urgent. Military wives and children were shipped home to the States, and the sailors
increased their daily drills. Days after Pearl Harbor was attacked, the Japanese military
assaulted the Philippines. When Manila fell to Japan in early January 1942, Dorothy was
held captive in a hospital and then transferred to a civilian prison camp. Under the
direction of Chief Nurse Laura Cobb, Dorothy and ten other navy nurses maintained
rank and reported each day to a makeshift hospital. Cramped conditions, disease, and
poor nutrition meant the navy nurses and their army counterparts were overwhelmed
caring for the camp. In May 1943, a civilian physician asked Cobb if the navy nurses
would consider transferring to a new prison camp in the countryside. The twelve nurses
feared the unknown, but they could not deny they were needed. On the morning of
their departure, inmates used the public address system to play the navy fight song,
"Anchors Aweigh." The nurses were overwhelmed by the response. They had indeed
been the anchors of the camp, who kept ill inmates form drifting. In the new prison
camp, the "twelve anchors" turned a stripped infirmary into a functioning hospital.
Despite their own ailments, they provided nonstop care for starving, diseased, and
abused inmates. Over the years, their friendships deepened, and several of the women,
including Dorothy, even found love. This Is Really War is an inspiring story about a
young nurse who fought for life during a dark time.

HB 9781641600767 £26.99 May 2019 Chicago Review Press 336 pages

Queen of the Mountaineers
The Trailblazing Life of Fanny Bullock Workman
Cathryn J. Prince

Fanny Bullock Workman was a complicated and restless woman who defied the rigid
Victorian morals she found as restrictive as a corset. With her frizzy brown hair tucked
under a helmet, Workman was a force on and off the mountain. Instrumental in
breaking the British stranglehold on Himalayan mountain climbing, this American
woman climbed more peaks than any of her peers and became the first woman to map
the far reaches of the Himalayas and the second to address the Royal Geographic
Society of London, whose past members included Charles Darwin, Richard Francis
Burton, and David Livingstone. Her books—replete with photographs, illustrations, and
descriptions of meteorological conditions, glaciology, and the effect of high altitudes
on humans—remained useful decades after their publication. Paving the way for a
legion of female climbers, Workman's legacy lives on in scholarship prizes at Wellesley,
Smith, Radcliffe, and Bryn Mawr.Author and journalist Cathryn J. Prince brings Fanny
Bullock Workman to life, revealing how she navigated the male-dominated world of
alpine clubs and adventure societies as nimbly as she navigated the deep crevasses and
icy granite walls of the Himalayas. Queen of the Mountaineers is the story of one
woman's role in science and exploration, breaking boundaries and charting frontiers for
women everywhere.

HB 9781613739556 £26.99 May 2019 Chicago Review Press 320 pages
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The Art of Inventing Hope
Intimate Conversations with Elie Wiesel
Howard Reich

The Art of Inventing Hope offers an unprecedented, in-depth conversation between the
world's most revered Holocaust survivor, Elie Wiesel, and a son of survivors, Howard
Reich. During the last four years of Wiesel's life, he met frequently with Reich in New
York, Chicago and Florida—and spoke with him often on the phone—to discuss the
subject that linked them: Reich's father, Robert Reich, and Wiesel were both liberated
from the Buchenwald death camp on April 11, 1945. What had started as an interview
assignment from the Chicago Tribune quickly evolved into a friendship and a
partnership. Reich and Wiesel believed their colloquy represented a unique exchange
between two generations deeply affected by a cataclysmic event. Wiesel said to Reich,
"I've never done anything like this before," and after reading the final book, asked him
not to change a word. Here Wiesel—at the end of his life—looks back on his ideas and
writings on the Holocaust, synthesizing them in his conversations with Reich. The
insights on life, ethics, and memory that Wiesel offers and Reich illuminates will not
only help the children and grandchildren of Holocaust survivors understand their painful
inheritance, but will benefit everyone, young or old.

HB 9781641601344 £24.99 May 2019 Chicago Review Press 192 pages

A Long Time Ago in a Cutting Room Far, Far Away
My Fifty Years Editing Hollywood Hits-Star Wars, Carrie, Ferris
Bueller's Day Off, Mission: Impossible, and More
Paul Hirsch

A Long Time Ago in a Cutting Room Far, Far Away provides a behind-the-scenes look at
some of the most influential films of the last fifty years as seen through the eyes of
Paul Hirsch, the Oscar-winning film editor who worked on such classics as George
Lucas's Star Wars and The Empire Strikes Back , Brian De Palma's Carrie and Mission:
Impossible , Herbert Ross's Footloose and Steel Magnolias , John Hughes's Ferris Bueller's
Day Off and Planes, Trains & Automobiles , Joel Schumacher's Falling Down , and Taylor
Hackford's Ray . Hirsch breaks down his career movie by movie, offering a riveting look
at the decisions that went into creating some of cinema's most iconic scenes. He also
provides behind-the-scenes insight into casting, directing, and scoring and intimate
portraits of directors, producers, composers, and stars. Part film school primer, part
paean to legendary filmmakers and professionals, this funny and insightful book will
entertain and inform aficionados and casual moviegoers alike.

HB 9781641602556 £27.99 November 2019 Chicago Review Press 384 pages

Clinical Press

This Medical Life
James Owen Drife

"Unparalleled in British medical history James Owen Drife charted his reactions to the
medical world in which he worked and published them, initially in World Medicine and
then the British Medical Journal (BMJ). This book is sometimes painfully frank, at other
times disturbing or very funny but always entertaining. It provides an important insight
on the life and times of a doctor working in the NHS."

PB 9781854570970 £12.99 June 2020 Clinical Press 320 pages
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The Dog Comes with the Practice
Tales of a Junior Doctor in Ireland and Canada
Tom Baskett

This is a memoir that is in turns both deeply touching and laugh-out-loud funny. He
recalls his early years working as a junior hospital doctor and as a locum general
practitioner in Northern Ireland in the mid-20th century, before specialising and
providing consultant obstetrical and gynaecological services in Canada’s remote Arctic
communities. His writing about technical medical matters is crystal clear, his humour
typically Irish and self-deprecatory, his concern for his patients as individuals and his
willingness to expose his own fears and regrets shine through. Lovers of All Creatures
Great and Small will be entranced by this work. -- Patrick Taylor. New York Times and
USA Today best-selling author of the Irish Country Doctor series.

PB 9781854571014 £12.50 December 2020 Clinical Press 163 pages

Disruption Books

Lost and Found in Spain
Tales of An Ambassador's Wife
Susan Lewis Solomont

When her husband was appointed by President Barack Obama to be U.S. Ambassador to
Spain and Andorra, Susan Solomont uprooted herself. She left her career, her friends
and family, and a life she loved to join her husband for a three-and-a-half year tour
overseas. Part memoir and part travelogue, Solomont recounts a time of self-discovery
as she navigates a new life in a foreign country. She learns the rules of a diplomatic
household; goes on a culinary wanderlust with some of Spain’s greatest chefs; finds her
place in the Madrid Jewish community; and discovers her own voice as she creates new
meaning in her role as a spouse, a community member, and a twenty-first century
woman.

PB 9781633310308 £15.99 March 2019 Disruption Books 276 pages

Empire Publications

My Son, the 7/7 Suicide Bomber
A Father's Anguish
Mahmood Hussain Mir

"On Thursday 7 July 2005, four bombs were detonated in London killing 52 people
(including the bombers) and injuring a further 700. It was the first successful suicide
bomb attack on British soil and the biggest terrorist atrocity since the 1988 Lockerbie
bomb which brought down Pan Am flight 103. The four suicide bombers were named as
Mohammed Sidique Khan, aged 30 of Beeston, Leeds; Shehzad Tanweer: aged 22 of
Leeds; Germaine Lindsay: aged 19 from Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire and Hasib Hussain,
18, from Holbeck in Leeds. Hasib Hussain was my son." In the immediate aftermath of
the bombing there was much media attention focussed on Hasib's father. Mahmood
Hussain was a hardworking Pakistani immigrant who had lived and worked in Leeds for
almost 30 years by the time of the bombing. He was as astonished as anyone else that
his son was one of the first UK suicide bombers. he also reveals that it was his amateur
detective work that tracked down the terror cell of which his son had been a part. Prior
to him mentioning the names of the other two local men involved, the police had no
idea what they were dealing with. Here he tells the story of Hasib's upbringing and the
facts behind many misreported aspects of Hasib's brief life from his trips to Pakistan
and Saudi Arabia to his education and his discussions with his father, just days before
the attack, about his future plans and marriage.

PB 9781909360679 £9.95 July 2019 Empire Publications 320 pages
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Champions At Last!
How Liverpool Finally Won the Premier League in Football’s Longest
Season
Harry Harris, John Barnes

If three months has seemed like a long time to wait for Liverpool fans to finally,
officially, win the Premier League title, it is nothing compared to the 30 years since
the Reds last lifted the old First Division trophy back in April 1990.In this, one of the
strangest seasons football has known, the identity of the next champions of England
has never really been in doubt since Jurgen Klopp's men have been unstoppable,
winning 26 of their first 27 games and stretching into a 25 point lead before the season
was suspended due to the coronavirus epidemic. The impact of Klopp on the Anfield
club has been nothing short of remarkable. When he arrived in 2015, the club seemed
to be in the doldrums and a title seemed decades away with the mega-rich owners of
Chelsea and Manchester City set to dominate for years. Now he has won four trophies
in just over a year! In 'Champions At Last' former Daily Mirror Chief Football Writer
Harry Harris has followed the career of Klopp and analyses what makes the former
Borussia Dortmund boss tick and how he has managed the transformation of the club to
the extent that he is now seen as a modern incarnation of legendary Liverpool boss Bill
Shankly.

PB 9781909360785 £12.95 July 2020 Empire Publications 304 pages

Italia '90 Revisited
The Players' Stories
Harry Harris, Paul Gascoigne

Exclusive interviews with: John Barnes, Bryan Robson, Chris Waddle, Stuart Pearce,
Peter Shilton, David Platt, Mark Wright, Des Walker, Paul Parker, Steve McMahon, Terry
Butcher, Trevor Steven, Gary Stevens, Neil Webb, Tony Dorigo, Dave Beasant, Steve
Bull, David Seaman, Steve Hodge, Chris Woods and Peter Beardsley. 'The summer that
changed English football' The 1990 World Cup remains a cherished memory for English
football supporters. From the official World Cup song, World in Motion, released before
the tournament all the way through to Englands agonising penalty shoot-out defeat to
eventual champions West Germany in Turin, the summer of 1990 proved to be a
watershed moment for the national game following an horrendous decade which almost
saw it banned by Margaret Thatchers government. The then Chief Football Writer of
the Daily Mirror, Harry Harris, was in attendance for the full seven weeks the England
squad were in Italy. From pre-tournament build-up to the final in Rome, he was privy
to the many controversies surrounding the squad that have remained mysteries to this
day. Why did captain Bryan Robson return home early? Did a quorum of senior players
really dictate tactics to manager Bobby Robson? Was the manager the incompetent nice
guy he was painted by the press or was that a front hiding one of the shrewdest tactical
brains in the game? Going into the tournament Bobby Robson was an unwilling victim
in the nasty tabloid war between Rupert Murdochs Sun and Robert Maxwells Mirror. As
the tabloids sought to outdo one another, so the England boss was castigated by both.
Yet the success of his team soon forced both tabloids to accept him as Englands best
manager since Sir Alf Ramsey and, for all the negative headlines, the mild-mannered
Geordie bore no hard-feelings towards the press men, particularly the sports writers
who were often victims of the rotters - hard-nosed news journalists who would stop at
nothing to get a story. Harry Harris has tracked down Robsons squad for their
recollection of the tournament and their memories of some of the controversies. When
they returned home they were given a heroes reception as tens of thousands of fans
lined the streets, it was only then that the likes of Paul Gascoigne, Gary Lineker and
Chris Waddle realised that their lives would never quite be the same again... this then
is the inside story of the summer that changed English football.

PB 9781909360778 £11.95 June 2020 Empire Publications 304 pages
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The Killing of Emiliano Sala
The Inside Story of the Tragic Transfer
Harry Harris

When the single-engined Piper Malibu plane carrying Cardiff City's record £15m signing,
Emiliano Sala, crashed into the English Channel on 21st January 2019 killing both the
footballer and the pilot, David Ibbotson, it shone a light on the murky world of football
transfers. Using his unrivalled contacts in the game, award-winning journalist Harry
Harris helped the resulting investigation in the Daily Telegraph to uncover the way in
which agents and clubs work. Emiliano Sala was a relative unknown for most of his
career, the Argentinian had been at half a dozen clubs in French football without
making much of an impact, but when he hit a goalscoring hot-streak in the autumn of
2018 his timing was perfect as the January transfer window approached. When ‘Mr Fix
It', agent Willie McKay, approached his club Nantes for an agreement to handle the sale
of their striker promising a deal in the region of 20m Euros, their chairman Waldemar
Kita leapt at the chance; the French club had bought Sala a few years earlier for just
1m Euros. Meanwhile, newly-promoted Cardiff City had struggled to adjust to life in
the richest league in the world. Manager Neil Warnock desperately needed a striker
and pinned his hopes on the gangly, good-natured Argentinian as the man who could
keep the Bluebirds among the elite. The player, finding himself in demand for the first
time in his career, may have been initially reluctant to move to the Welsh capital but
a new weekly wage offer of £50,000 and the agent's promise that it might lead to a
move to one of the top six clubs was far too tempting to turn down. It was a life-
changing amount of money for him and his family. Controversial agent Willie McKay
manoeuvred himself into position to exploit the situation, helping his son to negotiate
a ten percent cut of the eventual transfer fee and lucrative bonus payments. Many
deals are conducted in this way during every transfer window. Unfortunately for those
involved here, this was the one that ended in tragedy and sparked investigations by
more than one UK police force, the Air Accidents Investigation Bureau, FIFA, the
Premier League, the FA, and the FA of Wales.

PB 9781909360723 £10.95 January 2020 Empire Publications 288 pages

Green Place Books

How to Survive a Brazilian Betrayal
A Mother/Daughter Memoir
Ehris Urban, Velya Jancz-Urban

Lightening darkness with humor, Velya Jancz-Urban and her 25-year-old daughter,
Ehris, introduce readers to their offbeat Connecticut family. Motivated by an 11-year
friendship with a charming Brazilian named Jose Geraldo, they spend four years
preparing for their move to rural Brazil, where they will run a dairy farm and open an
English school. When they follow their hearts to Ponte Nova, an explosion of betrayal
leaves them dazed and grieving. Broke and broken, they are forced to return to the
United States, and navigate their rebirth in a foreclosed 1770 New England farmhouse.
An already strong mother/daughter relationship becomes indestructible when no one
else is emotionally available for them.

How to Survive a Brazilian Betrayal is written by a kooky, gregarious mother and
perceptive, poised daughter. Blurbed by Christiane Northrup, M.D., author of Mother-
Daughter Wisdom, this memoir takes readers along on an unconventional family's
hilariously honest, yet heart-wrenching, journey. Readers will fall in love with their
spunk, feel the knockout punches of betrayal along with them, and be rooting for them
to get back up off the mat.

Despite their setbacks, Velya (the "charismatic weirdo") and Ehris (the "sarcastic
sophisticated healer") still firmly believe that there is no growth without change, and
that picking up the pieces of a shattered dream is better than having no pieces to pick
up at all.

PB 9781732743434 £18.99 May 2019 Green Place Books 356 pages
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Green Writers Press

Victoria Falls
James Hornor

James Monroe is a sophisticated American professional on mission for The World Bank
in Africa during the early 1990's. Despite his worldiness, his actions betray a late
twentieth century innocent abroad who embodies both the bravado and the debilitating
insecurities of the modern American male.

Set in Zimbabwe, Kenya and Bombay, India, Mr. Monroe's journey into authenticity
results in a series of failed relationships that reveal the dark, enigmatic recesses of his
complex personality and eventually land him in a hellhole prison in Bombay. His tragedy
unfolds into an ending that no one, especially Monroe, could have possibly predicted or
imagined.

In its exploration of American male stereotypes and in its suggestion of vulnerability as
a key to masculine authenticity, Victoria Falls dares to embrace those humane qualities
of love, kindness and creativity that have of late been extolled as the provenance of
soul searching women but have been largely ignored in American fiction about men.

About the Author: James Hornor is an educator, writer, and speaker who lives
with his wife and two children in Brunswick, Maine. A published poet, James Hornor
has taught both film and literature courses and has been a presenter at the Annual
College Board Advanced Placement Conference for his work in advocating Advanced
Placement for students in rural communities nationwide. He is also a former examiner
for the International Baccalaureate and he has served as a consultant to the AFREA
Division of The World Bank.

PB 9780999076699 £18.99 January 2019 Green Writers Press 300 pages

Histria Books

Simply Verona
Breaking All the Rules
Verona van de Leur

At the tender age of 15, Verona van de Leur took the gymnastics world by storm to
become the greatest gymnast the Netherlands had ever produced. Her remarkable
talent brought her gold medals, money, and fame. Although she seemed like a young
woman on top of the world, Verona’s life soon spun out of control. Abused and exploited
by those closest to her, when her gymnastics career came to an end, Verona suddenly
lost everything that she had worked so hard to achieve.

Living on the streets of Holland, the one-time world champion gymnast was homeless,
penniless, living out of her car, arrested and jailed, and contemplating taking her own
life. But from the depths of her despair, Verona emerged to rediscover herself and to
become a successful, albeit controversial, entrepreneur. She returned to gymnastics,
entered the world of adult entertainment and modeling, and went on to start the
successful business ventures that ultimately turned her life around.

Now, for the first time, the controversial international gymnastics star, Verona van de
Leur, tells her true story to the world in this no holds barred autobiography.

HB 9781592110216 £29.99 January 2020 Histria Books 476 pages
PB 9781592110223 £22.99 November 2020 Histria Books 476 pages
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Gina Gerson
Success through Inner Power and Sexuality
Valentina Dzherson

Born in a small town in Siberia in Russia in 1991, Valentina Dzherson learned early in
life to overcome any challenges she faced. A determined young woman who knew that
she was destined for success, she was accepted into one of Russia’s most prestigious
faculties for preparing future diplomats, but instead she decided to study foreign
languages. While a student, circumstances intervened and led her to begin a career in
adult entertainment. She soon left her native Russia and moved to Hungary where she
turned this career choice into her own hugely successful business venture. To the world,
she became known as Gina Gerson, one of the most popular and successful adult
performers of the twenty-first century.

In her book, Gina Gerson – Success through Inner Power and Sexuality, Valentina tells
her life story. But more than just recounting her biography, she shares, for the first
time, the secrets of her success. She reveals to the reader how to harness your inner
power, maintain the necessary discipline, and take the steps needed to realize your
dreams for a successful and happy life. For Valentina, sexuality is the most powerful
force in the world, and she shows how, by tapping into that energy and realizing its
potential, incredible results can be achieved by anyone in any area of life.

As a successful entrepreneur and one of the most popular personalities in adult
entertainment, Valentina Dzherson explains what she refers to as her “super power” –
mental, spiritual, and social confidence that allows one to be free, confident, relaxed,
and happy. She discusses how sexuality led her to achieve fame and success and she
shows how, if one properly trains their mind, anyone can harness that same energy and
build the confidence necessary to achieve success in all aspects of life. As Valentina
says, “No one can have power over you if you have power over yourself.” In this unique
autobiography, Valentina shares her colorful life story and reveals how her strong
personality, self-confidence, passion, and sexuality led to her incredible success. But
she goes one step further and she explains how these same methods can inspire others
and help them to improve their own lives by achieving success and peace of mind.

HB 9781592110476 £27.99 November 2020 Histria Books 250 pages

Last Kid Books

The Life and Times of the Last Kid Picked
David Benjamin

David Benjamin pays homage to the exuberance of countless untamed boys who grew
up in Middle America at mid-century. Whether he’s stalking snakes in the bogs of
Wisconsin. playing four-kid baseball with his bothersome little brother and two
favourite cousins, leaping garbage cans for a beautiful little redheaded girl, or joining
Chucky Dutcher for a movie marathon at the Erwin Theater, Benjamin is the kind of
precocious ironist who would have found a sidekick in Huck Finn. His tales and insights
lyrically capture a precious moment in bygone American life, as Benjamin recalls the
myriad scrapes, reckless escapades and wanderlust that once made childhood an
exhilarating -- or terrifying -- adventure.

About the Author: David Benjamin lived in Japan for 7 years, where he was editor-
in-chief of Tokyo Journal, contributing editor and columnist for The Japan Times
Weekly, and wrote a weekly column for The Mainichi Daily News. He was also a regular
sumo columnist in Shukan Bunshun and an occasional commentator on sumo and other
sports on television, and remains the only foreigner ever to cover Japan's national sport
on a regular basis in a major Japanese-language publication. He lives in New York and
Paris.

PB 9781735772202 £18.99 November 2020 Last Kid Books 322 pages
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Mascot Books

Viking Voyager
An Icelandic Memoir
Sverrir Sigurdsson, Veronica Li

This vivacious personal story captures the heart and soul of modern Iceland. Born in
Reykjavik on the eve of the Second World War, Sverrir Sigurdsson watched Allied troops
invade his country and turn it into a bulwark against Hitler’s advance toward North
America. The country’s post-war transformation from an obscure, dirt-poor nation to a
prosperous one became every Icelander’s success. Spurred by this favourable wind,
Sverrir answered the call of his Viking forefathers, setting off on a voyage that took
him around the world. Join him on his roaring adventures!

PB 9781645434696 £18.99 October 2020 Mascot Books 312 pages

Game Changer
The Story of Pictionary and How I Turned a Simple Idea Into the
Bestselling Board Game in the World
Rob Angel

It all began with one small step. Game Changer is the story of how a twenty-three-
year-old waiter from Seattle had the outrageous dream of beating industry giants Milton
Bradley and Mattel at their own game. With no experience, Rob Angel used his guts,
drive, and intuition to create one of the most beloved board games of all time:
Pictionary. Rob did it his way. He produced the first 1,000 games by hand in his tiny
one- bedroom apartment, disrupted the market by selling to nontraditional retail
outlets, and did countless demonstrations at the bottom of the escalator at Nordstrom"
"a store with no game department. Anything to succeed.

Getting there wasn't easy; Rob had to navigate his way through production mishaps,
cash flow troubles, and countless copycats trying to scratch their way past Pictionary.
Still, within three years, Pictionary became the bestselling board game in North
America, and shortly after, the world. When Mattel acquired Pictionary in 2001, a
staggering 38,000,000 games had been sold in 60 countries.

In Game Changer, Rob shares the remarkable inside story of taking Pictionary from
simple idea to iconic global brand by breaking rules and breaking records, never giving
up or giving in, and working harder when most would walk away all while having the
time of his life. Candid and compelling, Game Changer is as much a captivating memoir
as it is a blueprint to personal and professional success.

HB 9781643074979 £25.99 June 2020 Mascot Books 312 pages
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New Chapter Press

Pete Sampras
Greatness Revisited
Steve Flink

Pete Sampras is a central figure in the history of tennis, the dominant force in the game
during the 1990's, and the greatest American male player of all time. Gradually, after
a fairytale finish to his career when he won the 2002 U.S. Open, Sampras was somewhat
forgotten by fans who were exhilarated by the exploits of Roger Federer, Rafael Nadal,
and Novak Djokovic. In this career biography of the redoubtable Sampras, Hall of Fame
author and historian Steve Flink recaptures the magic of the man, recalling the supreme
hold he had on his era, and bringing this singularly gifted player vividly back to life.

HB 9781937559946 £26.99 September 2020 New Chapter Press 380 pages

Juan Martin del Potro
The Gentle Giant
Sebastiàn Torok

This book tells the story of one of Argentina's greatest tennis players, the most
important of his generation. After winning the 2009 U.S. Open, defeating Roger Federer
in a glorious five-set final, del Potro was poised to take over the tennis world. However,
wrist problems developed and del Potro endured three surgeries over fifteen months.
One of the world's most popular players, del Potro's fan base grew as he made his
comeback—watching him win his second Olympic medal in Rio in 2016, where he once
lost to Andy Murray, but won the hearts of millions around the world. He followed up
by leading Argentina to victory in the Davis Cup. Described as the "Gentle Giant," del
Potro has the sensitivity to comfort a ball girl hit during a match, to stop in the middle
of the game to gaze at a butterfly, and to accompany a young fan in the last days of
his life. However, when he grips the racket, he becomes one of the most destructive
strikers of a tennis ball.

PB 9781937559922 £18.99 February 2020 New Chapter Press 330 pages

New Falcon Publications

The Wisdom of Israel Regardie
Volume III
Israel Regardie, Christopher S Hyatt, Delfina Marquez-Noe

Volume III is filled with both wisdom and knowledge from the mind the world famous
occultist Israel Regardie. He was the personal secretary to Aleister Crowley for four
years. This book contains the best of Regardie s introductions, forewards and articles
to his and other author s books. This unique compilation of essays and commentaries
span his early career right up to his passing thru the veil. This never before published
compilation allows the reader to gain a better insight into many of Regardie s writings,
thoughts and philosophies in one amazing book. The most important thoughts of Israel
Regardie lie within the pages of this book. Every student and master will find The
Wisdom of Israel Regardie, Volume III, both valuable and fascinating.

PB 9781561845620 £27.99 February 2020 New Falcon Publications 240 pages
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Paul Dry Books

Dottoressa
An American Doctor in Rome
Susan Levenstein

After completing her medical training in New York, Susan Levenstein set off for a one
year adventure in Rome. Forty years later, she is still practicing medicine in the Eternal
City. In Dottoressa: An American Doctor in Rome Levenstein writes, with love and
exasperation, about navigating her career through the renowned Italian tangle of
brilliance and ineptitude, sexism and tolerance, rigidity and chaos.

Part memoir—starting with her epic quest for an Italian medical license—and part
portrait of Italy from a unique point of view, Dottoressa is packed with vignettes that
illuminate the national differences in character, lifestyle, health, and health care
between her two countries. Levenstein, who has been called “the wittiest internist on
earth,” covers everything from hookup culture to neighborhood madmen, Italian hands-
off medical training, bidets, the ironies of expatriation, and why Italians always pay
their doctor’s bills.

About the Author: Susan Levenstein has been practicing primary care internal
medicine in Italy for four decades, treating an international clientele that’s featured
ambassadors and auto mechanics, millionaires and maids, poets and priests. She grew
up in New York City and is a graduate of Harvard University and the Mount Sinai School
of Medicine. Dottoressa is her first book.

PB 9781589881396 £15.99 May 2019 Paul Dry Books 270 pages

Poppleton Publishing Services

The Search for Myself
Mike Pender

Mike Pender has fulfilled a wish: to set out his life story as lead singer/guitarist and
founder member of the Searchers and tell it exactly as it was. He and his group enjoyed
many Top 20 hits and played all over the world, but their huge success was interspersed
with changes in the line-up and bitter disputes which led to broken friendships and an
ultimate parting of the ways. The book is packed with interesting facts and anecdotes,
fun and heartbreak. Mike tells, for the first time, of his love for his 'one and only'
girlfriend, to whom he is still married. They had three children, but one son was killed
in a tragic motorcycle accident. He speaks of his passion for guitars and antique clocks,
and the thrills of buying and selling them for a fat profit -- something entirely different
from constantly being on the road and in recording studios for hours on end. His first-
hand account of the birth of the Searchers and their meteoric rise to stardom is
fascinating, yet Mike remains surprisingly modest about his own achievements. It is the
story of a gifted musician and devoted family man who finally found fulfilment after he
took charge of his career and became his own master.

PB 9780993121319 £19.99 July 2019 Poppleton Publishing Services 320 pages
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Republic Book Publishers

Lucifer's Banker Uncensored
The Untold Story of How I Destroyed Swiss Bank Secrecy
Bradley C. Birkenfeld

Updated and Uncensored! As a private banker working for the largest bank in the world,
UBS, Bradley Birkenfeld was an expert in Switzerland's shell-game of offshore
companies and secret numbered accounts. He wined and dined ultrawealthy clients
whose millions of dollars were hidden away from business partners, spouses, and tax
authorities. As his client list grew, Birkenfeld lived a life of money, fast cars, and
beautiful women, but when he discovered that UBS was planning to betray him, he blew
the whistle to the US Government. The Department of Justice scorned Birkenfeld's
unprecedented whistle-blowing and attempted to silence him with a conspiracy charge.
Yet Birkenfeld would not be intimidated. He took his secrets to the US Senate, the
Securities and Exchange Commission, and the Internal Revenue Service, where he
prevailed. His bombshell revelations helped the US Treasury recover over $15 billion
(and counting) in back taxes, fines, and penalties from American tax cheats. But
Birkenfeld was shocked to discover that at the same time he was cooperating with the
US Government, the Department of Justice was still doggedly pursuing him. He was
arrested and served thirty months in federal prison. When he emerged, the Internal
Revenue Service gave him a whistle-blower award for $104 million, the largest such
reward in history. A page-turning real-life thriller, Lucifer's Banker Uncensored is a
fascinating behind-the-scenes look at the secret Swiss high-net worth banking industry
and a harrowing account of our government's justice system. Readers will follow
Birkenfeld and share his outrage with the incompetence and possible corruption at the
Department of Justice, and they will cheer him on as he ''hammers'' one of the most
well-known and powerful banks in the world.

HB 9781645720225 £24.99 September 2020 Republic Book Publishers 352 pages

Revela Press

Anonymous Is a Woman
A Global Chronicle of Gender Inequality
Nina Ansary

Award-winning author and women's rights advocate Dr. Nina Ansary takes readers on a
4,000-year global and historic journey exposing the repercussions of centuries of gender
inequality. Beginning with 2300 BCE, the book’s biographical sketches of fifty forgotten
innovators—brought to life by international fashion illustrator Petra Dufkova—shatter
deeply rooted gender myths to tell remarkable stories rescued from obscurity about
groundbreaking contributions to humankind. In 1929, British novelist Virginia Woolf ran
her fingers along the spines of the books in her library wondering why no woman in
Shakespeare’s era had written a word of that extraordinary literature when every other
man, it seemed, was capable of song or sonnet. She concluded, Indeed, I would venture
to guess that Anon, who wrote so many poems without signing them, was often a
woman. Nearly a century after Woolf penned those incisive words—frequently modified
as For most of history, Anonymous was a woman—the phenomenon of female anonymity
persists as women worldwide continue to be restricted by society’s formal and
unspoken barriers.

HB 9780986406447 £29.99 April 2020 Revela Press 256 pages
PB 9780986406454 £18.99 April 2020 Revela Press 256 pages
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Robin Brass Studio

In the Company of Sisters
Canada's Women in the War Zone, 1914-1919
Dianne Graves

When Canada entered the First World War in August 1914, it embarked on a major war
effort at home and abroad. The nation’s women worked tirelessly to support the troops
fighting overseas, and among them were many who chose to “do their bit” by serving
in the war zone – from Britain and the European mainland to the Middle East and Russia.
In the Company of Sisters chronicles their endeavours and achievements amid the
drama of a life-and-death struggle that claimed millions of lives.

Spearheaded by the nurses who were sent to various theatres of war, plenty of other
determined souls channelled their energy into a wide range of much-needed work and,
in so doing, broke new ground. Whether driving ambulances in range of enemy shelling,
nursing sick soldiers in the heat and disease of the eastern Mediterranean, clothing
destitute Belgian refugees or cheering up the troops with concerts, care packages and
a cup of tea, these remarkable women played an important part in a multitude of ways.
Canadian nurses at the Anglo-Russian Hospital in St. Petersburg even watched the
Russian Revolution taking place at their front door and cared for people wounded in
the streets.

Four remarkable Canadian “women with a mission” are covered in detail: Julia
Drummond, who became “mother” to the Canadian forces; actress and theatre
producer Lena Ashwell, who took concerts and theatre to the troops in the front
lines; Julia Grace Wales, pacifist and peace worker, who inspired peace negotiations
even as the battles raged; and Mary Riter Hamilton, pioneer among Canadian women
artists, who documented the devastated battlefields for posterity.

What the Canadian women who went overseas experienced had a marked impact on
their own lives, and in some cases acted as a catalyst for what they went on to
accomplish later. Their legacy to future generations was one of selfless and positive
action that remains an inspiration to this day. In the Company of Sisters celebrates the
“sisters” – military and civilian – who ventured overseas from 1914 to 1919 and
highlights their courageous march along the path towards the equality and self-
determination that Canadian women went on to achieve.

PB 9781896941769 £21.99 April 2021 Robin Brass Studio 384 pages

Schiffer Publishing

Women in the Dark
Female Photographers in the US, 1850-1900
Katherine Manthorne

Recover the stories of long-overlooked American women who, at a time when women
rarely worked outside the home, became commercial photographers and shaped the
new, challenging medium. Covering two generations of photographers ranging from
New York City to California’s mining districts, this study goes beyond a broad survey
and explores individual careers through primary sources and new materials. Profiles of
the photographers animate their careers by exploring how they began, the details of
running their own studios, and their visual output. The photos featured vary in form--
daguerreotype, tintype, carte de visite, and more--and subject, including civil war
portraits, postmortem photography, and landscape photography. This welcome
resource fills in gaps in photographic, American, and women’s history, and convincingly
lays out the parallels between the growth of photography as an available medium and
the late 19th-century Women’s Movement.

HB 9780764360169 £40.99 October 2020 Schiffer Publishing 144 pages
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In Bohemia
A Memoir of Love, Loss, and Kindness
Katie Swenson

The day her fiancé died suddenly of a heart attack, Katie Swenson retreated to
“Bohemia,” the third-floor loft that the couple had renovated in their home in
Wellesley, Massachusetts, and began to write. A visceral account of grief and the
profound kindness that resonates around it, this is also the story of her hundred-year-
old house, named the “Scarab” after the Egyptian symbol for rebirth, and the two
courageous women who built it a century earlier—Wellesley College professors
Katharine Lee Bates, author of “America the Beautiful,” and her partner Katharine
Coman. Parallel lives unfold in the magical Bohemia, where Coman died, where Bates
mourned, and where Swenson wrote and wrote through that first searing year, held up
by their spirits. Told with rare emotional power, In Bohemia is a meditation on love,
family, and community, and inspires us to be our best selves.

About the Author: Katie Swenson is a writer, designer, and social activist who
advocates for high-quality housing and thriving communities for all. Her first
book, Growing Urban Habitats: Seeking a New Housing Development Model, coauthored
with William Morrish and Susanne Schindler, was published by William Stout in 2008.

HB 9780764359972 £22.99 October 2020 Schiffer Publishing 240 pages

The Real James Bond
A True Story of Identity Theft, Avian Intrigue, and Ian Fleming
Jim Wright

Whatever happened to him actually outshines anything I’ve had my James Bond do. —
Ian Fleming

James Bond: author, ornithologist, marksman, and . . . identity-theft victim? When
James Bond published his landmark book, Birds of the West Indies, he had no idea it
would set in motion events that would link him to the most iconic spy in the Western
world and turn his life upside down.

Born into a wealthy family but cut off in his early twenties, James Bond took off to the
West Indies in search of adventure. Armed with arsenic and a shotgun, he took months-
long excursions to the Caribbean to collect material for his iconic book, Birds of the
West Indies, navigating snake-infested swamps, sleeping in hammocks, and island-
hopping on tramp steamers and primitive boats.

Packed with archival photos, many never before published, and interviews with Bond’s
family and colleagues, here is the real story of the pipe-smoking, ruthless ornithologist
who introduced the world to the exotic birds of the West Indies.

About the Author: Jim Wright is an author, blogger, and longtime birding columnist
for The [Bergen] Record in northern New Jersey. A prize-winning writer, his books
include The Nature of the Meadowlands, Jungle of the Maya, and Hawk Mountain. Born
in Philadelphia, he is a lifelong Phillies and Eagles fan. Wright is a marsh warden at the
Celery Farm Natural Area in Allendale, New Jersey, where he lives with his wife, Patty.
In his spare time, he spies on birds. Follow his adventures on Twitter, Instagram, and
Facebook @1realjamesbond, and read his blog at realjamesbond.net.

HB 9780764359026 £22.99 March 2020 Schiffer Publishing 144 pages
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American Hangman
MSgt. John C. Woods: The United States Army's Notorious
Executioner in World War II and Nurnberg
Col. French L. MacLean

John C. Woods, the US Army’s hangman during World War II, is known for his role
executing ten senior Nazis in 1946. For the first time, learn about Woods’s early life in
Kansas and his dishonorable discharge before World War II. Discover how volunteering
as a military executioner would lead Woods to his career as a hangman. Award-winning
author Colonel French MacClean separates fact from fiction of the enigmatic
executioner, whose botched executions and mysterious death by electrocution have
left him shrouded in mystery and infamy.

About the Author: French MacLean is the author of twelve previous books on World
War II and two on the American West. In 2014, his work The Fifth Field received the
Army Historical Foundation's prestigious Richard G. Trefry Award.

HB 9780764358159 £27.99 October 2019 Schiffer Publishing 256 pages

Silman James Press

Bobby Fischer and His World
John Donaldson

IM Donaldson examines Fischer’s life and career from his days as a child prodigy through
the height of his World Championship triumph and into his tumultuous final years.
Donaldson’s meticulous research has uncovered previously lost games and a wealth of
unknown material about Fischer—ranging from his close friendships with players and
supporters to his acrimonious relationships with organizers, journalists, lawyers, and
publishers.

Bobby Fischer and His World is brought to life through a potpourri of first-hand
accounts, interviews, letters, and articles by and about the colorful characters that
inhabited Fischer’s world. Unifying this wide-ranging tale are over 100 photos and
illustrations and 99 newly annotated games.

This is the story of Fischer the man and the player, shedding new light on the riddle of
the most famous chessplayer in history.

International Master John Donaldson is a player, a chess journalist and historian, and a
thirteen-time United States World Chess Olympiad coach (his 2016 team won gold).

PB 9781890085193 £27.99 November 2020 Silman James Press 645 pages
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Spinifex Press

Trigger Warning
My Lesbian Feminist Life
Sheila Jeffreys

Trigger Warning: My Lesbian Feminist Life is both an engaging autobiography and a
fascinating account of feminist history. From the heady days of the Women’s Liberation
Movement through to the backlash against radical feminism as neoliberal laissez-faire
attitudes took hold. Fast forward to the current re-examination of feminism in light of
the #MeToo movement and an emerging new wave of radical feminism.

Sheila Jeffreys' bold account makes it clear that the feminism and lesbianism she has
championed for decades is needed more than ever. With honesty and frankness, she
tells of victories and setbacks in her unrelenting commitment to women’s freedom from
men’s violence, especially the violence inherent in pornography and prostitution. We
also learn what her steadfastness has cost her in terms of personal and professional
rewards.

Trigger Warning places radical feminism within a cultural, social and intellectual
context while also taking us on a personal journey. Sheila Jeffreys has tirelessly crossed
the globe to advance radical feminist theory and practice and we are invited to share
in the intellectual and political crossroads she has encountered during her life.

Accessible yet detailed and rigorous, this landmark volume is essential reading for
everyone who has ever wondered what radical feminism really is.

PB 9781925950205 £19.95 August 2020 Spinifex Press 240 pages

Making Trouble (Tongued with Fire)
An Imagined History of Harriet Elphinstone Dick and Alice C. Moon
Sue Ingleton

In the cold winter of 1875, two rebellious spirits travel from the pale sunlight of England
to the raw heat of Australia. Harriet Rowell (age 23) and Alice Moon (age 20) were
champion swimmers in a time when women didn’t go into the sea; they were athletic
and strong in a time when women believed men who told them if they didn’t bind their
bodies in whalebone corsets they would fall over or ruin their childbearing purpose;
and they were in love in a time when many women were in love with each other but
held such love secretly, for fear of retribution.

In Australia, they will achieve their freedom and create a path for others to follow.
With Alice’s wealth, they open a Women’s Gymnasium and begin to teach mothers and
daughters how to be strong; daring them to throw off the shackles of fashion and social
laws that bind their natural female bodies and minds. With courageous defiance and
rebellious natures, Harriet and Alice take on the world at a dangerous time for women’s
freedom of expression.

Love ends. Alice breaks free from Harriet’s life and pursues her own destiny with new
friends, as an author living in Sydney. Harriet, rejected and in despair, sells up and
futilely follows her and thus, while struggling to come to terms with their painful
separation, tragedy strikes. Alice, who all her life has laughed in the face of death and
danger, is found dead in her bed. She is 37. Thrown into turmoil, her female friends
build a wall of silence around the shocking death. Their suspicions rest upon the
powerful, chauvinistic scientist, John McGarvie Smith with whom Alice had been
working in her newfound capacity as a journalist. They leave a public accusation on her
gravestone, a clue for a future woman to bring justice. I am that woman.

PB 9781925581713 £19.95 August 2019 Spinifex Press 256 pages

Thorntree Press
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Thorntree Press

A Gazelle Ate My Homework
A Journey from Ivory Coast to America, from African to Black, and
from Undocumented to Doctor (with side trips into several religions
and assorted misadventures)
Habib Fanny, Ali, A. Rizvi

Sick of living in the shadows of a corrupt post-colonial Ivory Coast, intrepid gazelle
hunter Habib Fanny schemes to see the opulence of America for himself, with naught
but rudimentary raft-making skills and his trusty spear to aid him. Well...that's one
version of the story, at least. In truth, Fanny's story takes him on an adventure across
continents, around dangerous political intrigue, into the depths of poverty, and through
the complicated systems that provide him with a medical education. His journey to
become an American is beset not by lions and man-eating sharks, but rather by
persistent internal questions, which he attacks with the same rigor he brings to his
schooling. What does it mean to be a Muslim, a Christian, an agnostic, or possibly,
maybe, an atheist? What does it mean to be African in America, but not yet Black? And
how on earth do you deal with the dating scene? As he navigates the shifting waters of
cultural identity, he's forced to confront his own colonialist prejudices. Habib Fanny-
that's Doctor Habib Fanny, M.D., actually-doesn't find gold-paved streets in America,
but with humor and curiosity, he finds a path all his own.

PB 9781944934941 £16.99 April 2020 Thorntree Press 264 pages

Vertel Publishing

Authentic
A Memoir by the Founder of Vans
Paul Van Doren

In the tradition of bestsellers such as Shoe Dog, Authentic is a surprisingly candid,
compelling memoir by a high school dropout who went on to establish one of the world's
most iconic brands. You may not know their creator, but you certainly know the shoes:
for more than a generation, Vans shoes have been synonymous with cool. Now in this
refreshingly candid memoir, meet Paul Van Doren, the charismatic founder of Vans—
the shoe company beloved by skateboarders, creatives, and fans everywhere for its
laid-back, colorful SoCal vibe, and famous for its people-oriented company culture. In
Authentic , he shares his unlikely journey from high-school dropout to sneaker-industry
legend. A blue-collar kid with no higher education and zero retail experience, Van
Doren started out as a 16-year-old "service boy" at a local rubber factory. Over the next
few decades, he leveraged a knack for numbers, a genius for efficiency, and the know-
how to make a great canvas tennis shoe into an all-American success story. What began
as a family shoe business has today evolved into a globally recognized brand with
billions of dollars of annual revenue. Van Doren is not just an entrepreneur, he's an
innovator. In 1966, when the first House of Vans store opened, there were no stand-
alone retail stores just for sneakers. Paul's bold experiments in product design,
distribution, and marketing (Why not sell custom shoes? Single shoes?), aided by legions
of fans—skateboarders, surfers, even Sean Penn wearing Vans' famous checkerboard
slip-on shoe in the film Fast Times at Ridgemont High —made Vans a household name.
But there was also back-breaking work, a shocking bankruptcy, family turmoil, and a
profound shift in how customers think about athletic shoes. Authentic details Van
Doren's personal life, but also hard-won business lessons learned over six turbulent
decades in the shoe trade: the importance of deep-rooted values, of improvisation, of
vision (and revision), and above all, of valuing people over profits. Bracingly forthright
and totally entertaining, Authentic is a business memoir by an American original.

HB 9781641120241 £27.99 April 2021 Vertel Publishing 336 pages
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Wilkinson Publishing

Gaze
The Man. The Player. The Coach
Lindsay Gaze, Grantley Bernard

The name Gaze brings to mind one of Australia’s most successful sporting families. For
decades Lindsay Gaze has been an integral part of Australian basketball, from player
to coach, from rookie to seven Olympic Games campaigns. For the first time in Gaze,
discover the man, the player and the coach in a memoir that reads as a tribute to the
people, the basketball community, the local, national and global fans that supported
Lindsay through the years. From his childhood, raised by a devoted mother who instilled
in him an incredible work ethic and sense of duty, to a rebellious stint in the army, to
his lifetime association with the Melbourne Tigers basketball team as a player and
coach, including two National Basketball League titles in 1993 and 1997.

About the Author: Lindsay Gaze began his sporting career playing football with
Melbourne under 19s and Prahran in the VFA before converting to basketball. He played
in three Olympic Games and coached in four. He was inducted into the Sport Australia
Hall of Fame, the FIBA hall of Fame and the Naismith Hall of Fame.
Grantley Bernard has been a sports writer since 1986 with stints at the Ballarat Courier,
Geelong Advertiser, The Australian, and Herald-Sun. He has co-authored several books,
including The Andrew Gaze Story: A Kid, A Ball, A Dream.

PB 9781925927504 £23.99 April 2021 Wilkinson Publishing 256 pages

War Games
A Father and Son Memoir of War and Sport
Ron Reed

Getting paid to watch sport from the best seats in the house and to chew the fat with
sportsmen every day of the week can’t be called a real job — can it? Ron Reed has spent
more than 50 years as one of Australia’s leading sports journalists. He has a fascination
for the games people play and the people who play them. In particular, the Olympic
Games became a passion.

After attending his first Olympics in person in 1984, Ron decided to attend the Games
one last time, in Tokyo 2020, to fulfil what had become a consuming private and
personal interest. He had planned to visit the memorial to the victims and survivors of
the atomic bombing of the southern city of Nagasaki, the catalyst for ending the Second
World War. His father, Private William Cecil Reed, was a prisoner of war in Nagasaki
and survived that horrific event when tens of thousands of others did not.

War Games was to bookend the experiences of father and son in the country that held
an unlikely connection for them. Despite the postponed Tokyo Olympics, the book still
combines the remarkable war-time experiences of a soldier in World War II with the
memorable events, people and sports that have formed the fabric of Ron’s working life.
These stories are part of the vast sporting history of a sports-mad nation and while they
reach well back into the past that doesn’t mean they are no longer interesting — some
are utterly unforgettable.

PB 9781925927375 £23.99 April 2021 Wilkinson Publishing 240 pages
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A Gazelle Ate My Homework PB 9781944934941 £ 16.99

A Great Fool PB 9780950426747 £ 25.00
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Away HB 9781641602556 £ 27.99

American Hangman HB 9780764358159 £ 27.99
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Gaze: The Man. The Player. The Coach PB 9781925927504 £ 23.99

Gina Gerson HB 9781592110476 £ 27.99
How to Survive a Brazilian Betrayal: A Mother-
Daughter Memoir PB 9781732743434 £ 18.99
In Bohemia: A Memoir of Love, Loss, and
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Italia '90 Revisited: The Players' Stories PB 9781909360778 £ 11.95

Juan Martin del Potro: The Gentle Giant PB 9781937559922 £ 18.99

Lost and Found In Spain PB 9781633310308 £ 15.99

Lucifer's Banker Uncensored HB 9781645720225 £ 24.99

Making Trouble (Tongued with Fire) PB 9781925581713 £ 19.95

My Son, the 7/7 Suicide Bomber PB 9781909360679 £ 9.95

Pete Sampras: Greatness Revisited HB 9781937559946 £ 26.99

Queen of the Mountaineers HB 9781613739556 £ 26.99

Sandy Curle HB 9780952065173 £ 25.00

Simply Verona: Breaking All the Rules HB 9781592110216 £ 29.99

Simply Verona: Breaking All the Rules PB 9781592110223 £ 22.99

Summertime in Murdertown PB 9781543959390 £ 13.99

The Art of Inventing Hope HB 9781641601344 £ 24.99

The Dog Comes With The Practice PB 9781854571014 £ 12.50

The Killing of Emiliano Sala PB 9781909360723 £ 10.95

The Life and Times of the Last Kid Picked PB 9781735772202 £ 18.99

The Real James Bond HB 9780764359026 £ 22.99

The Search for Myself PB 9780993121319 £ 19.99

The Wisdom of Israel Regardie: Volume III PB 9781561845620 £ 27.99

This Is Really War HB 9781641600767 £ 26.99

This Medical Life PB 9781854570970 £ 12.99

Gazelle Book Services Order Form - (Books listed alphabetically by title)



Title Format ISBN RRP (£) Qty Total

TMI: My Life in Scandal HB 9781641604048 £ 24.99

Trigger Warning: My Lesbian Feminist Life PB 9781925950205 £ 19.95

Victoria Falls PB 9780999076699 £ 18.99

Viking Voyager: An Icelandic Memoir PB 9781645434696 £ 18.99
War Games: A Father and Son Memoir of War
and Sport PB 9781925927375 £ 23.99

Women in the Dark HB 9780764360169 £ 40.99

Gazelle Book Services Order Form - (Books listed alphabetically by title)
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